Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Esi Aboni
15 January 2018 09:50
reviews
Ref : the Nottingham City Review

Esi Aboni (Basford/Cinderhill)

I have looked at your draft proposals for new wards in relation to my area (which is Old Basford)
and noticed that you stated in your report that you have considered separate Cinderhill and
Basford wards and that you require more evidence from residents in order to reach a decision on
this.

I have lived in Old Basford for some years now and whilst there is some logic in the ward you
have proposed (in the sense that it is not substantially different from the current ward) I strongly
believe that there is some considerable merit in splitting the proposed ward into the separate
areas either side of the railway line and the River Leen. Firstly, the proposed ward is quite large,
geographically, and therefore from the perspective of community identity the residential area to
the west of the railway is not strictly “Basford” (I have neighbours who live there and they relate
more to Cinderhill, Bulwell and peripheral areas like Hempshill Vale). Additionally the Cinderhill
and Hempshill Vale areas are explicitly reflected in local transport such as the NCT Yellow Line
bus services and also the tram (which has a stop on the Phoenix Park branch named after the
area.) Also some major roads such as Cinderhill Road help to bolster the identity of that
community and I am aware of some local businesses (for instance ‘Cinderhill Gym’ on Nuthall
Road) which clearly have a name which reflects the identity of that area, rather than Basford.

The communities also have separate schools. For example, Old Basford is home to Southwark
Primary School whereas parts of the south Cinderhill area are covered by the Whitemoor
Academy and Nursery. I believe that services such as this help to further separate the ties
between all the different communities in this part of the city.

Specifically for my area around Old Basford – Vernon Road and Arnold Road are very much the
commercial hub due to the number of shops/takeaways and other local businesses around there
which help to give Basford a greater identity of its own. We have reliable access to the centre of
the city via the tram and several bus routes and because of all this I would say that any integration
between Old Basford and Cinderhill is actually of little importance, in spite of their proximity.

Subsequently I really believe that our communities would benefit from two separate wards instead
of the very large ward that is proposed. This would surely help both areas to have a stronger voice
on the local council and that would in turn make the council’s responsibilities much easier when
delivering our local services.
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To add to this you have said that you have reached your conclusions because these proposals
have a much better equality of voters than the suggested separate Cinderhill and Basford wards;
however as a long-time resident of this part of Nottingham I think that if a smaller Basford ward is
still within your required range for numbers of voters then surely it would make sense to go ahead
with the alternative recommendation so that both areas can receive the best representation and
services?

Cinderhill and Basford both share strong connections with the city centre and Bulwell as we have
good tram and bus links to those places but as described I don’t really see many close ties with
each other, so I don’t believe it will harm the communities in any way by drawing a new, additional
boundary within your proposed ward along the railway. This should also not affect the total
number of councillors elected to Nottingham City Council as three should still cover the whole
area collectively.
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1. I Mr Olorunyomi Adeyemi of
Basford is in support of the LGBCE draft
proposals and agree that the Radford Road properties sit more naturally within Berridge
ward.
2. I also agree that the proposed Basford ward boundaries make sense, in that the ward has
meaningful boundaries on all sides. To the South, the Ring Road (Western Boulevard and
Valley Road and the Wilkinson Street tram stop/line/River Leen); to the west, Nuthall Road
the A610; to the east, Hucknall Road the A611 and to the north, Kersall Drive and the
footpath through the Highbury Vale tram stop to Garton Close and Cinderhill Road.
8 I am in support of the retention of this as a resident of Basford, and have found that this
gives a really good service to myself, our neighbours and our community.

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alissa Amin
14 January 2018 14:54
reviews
Ward boundary is for life not just for Christmas

I would like to submit my objection to the proposal plan. Please see below.
I write to you that I do not agree with your proposal to make some city council wards into one
member ward for the following reasons.
Firstly if a member is taken ill or on holidays they will be no cover whilst the member is off council
duty. Secondly it will be difficult to cover all meetings, surgeries, community activities and ward
walks with one member. He or she can respond to constituents more quickly with multi member
representatives.
I am certain that three council member wards ensure adequate cover and cover a mix of skills,
genders and ethnicities.
I cannot see any merit in proposing for arboretum and Hyson Green wards. I hope you take this
into your consideration and reconsider your proposal.
Kind Regards,
Alissa Amin
Sent from my iPhone
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Review Officer (Nottingham)
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP

10 January 2018
Dear Nottingham City Review Officer
As a long term resident of Dunkirk, I would like to suggest an alternative
proposals for your ward boundary review which will ensure more convenient
and effective local government whilst providing good electoral equality.
I have comments to make about the current wards Wollaton East and Lenton
Abbey , Wollaton West, Dunkirk and Lenton, and Radford and Park. I have
examined the polling district data on your website.
I strongly disagree that Dunkirk and Lenton ward should be combined with
Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey. The areas do not share a common identity
and a combined area would not result in effective and convenient local
government. I also strongly disagree that the Park Estate should be a singlemember ward. A single-member ward can lead to poor governance in cases
of a single poor performing councillor.
Wollaton West and Wollaton East/ Lenton Abbey
The simple solution to Wollaton West and Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey is
to combine them into 2 2-councillor wards. Both wards share the same
characteristics:
 Suburban, low-density housing built post-1920
 access to good schools – all children in catchment for Fernwood
Secondary School
 thriving local shops
 wide open green tranquil spaces.
 low crime rate.
 Easy access to Wollaton Park and mostly situated around the 4 sides
of the Park.
 Same Area Committee 7 for decision making and consultation with
public
One of the key arguments for keeping these wards together rather than
combining with wards with few or no similarities is the Council’s Area
Committee system. Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey and Wollaton West are
in the same Area Committee, known as Area 7. The Committee section is for

making decisions, discussing issues common to both wards and making
residents representatives aware of new initiatives and changes.
Combining both the Wollaton Wards and splitting roughly equally into 2 2councillor wards would result in the following:
Ward
Wollaton West
Wollaton East and
Lenton Abbey
TOTAL FOR BOTH
WOLLATON WARDS
AVERAGE FOR 2 2councillor WARDS
Variance for 2 2councillor wards

Polling District
WOWA, WOWB, WOWC,
WOWD, WOWE
WLAA, WLAB, WLAC,
WLAD, WLAE

Electoral Forecast
11,222
4,771
15,993
7,996
+ 4.1%

This variance of +4.1% would provide very good electoral equality.
Dunkirk and Lenton
Dunkirk and Lenton is combined in the Area Committee 4 with the Park
Estate, and other polling districts in Radford and Arboretum ward. Issues
which this area committee discusses frequently include night-time noise, fly
tipping and dirty streets and houses in multiple occupation. The postal code of
NG7 is characterised by being close to the City Centre and containing large,
older housing stock which in many cases is owned by private landlords and
rented to multiple occupants.
These issues have nothing in common with Wollaton or Lenton Abbey.
Other issues which Dunkirk and Lenton ward has in common with the Park
Estate but not with Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey are:







The two areas both have strong residents associations (The
Nottingham Park Residents Association www.parknews.co.uk) and the
Lenton Drives and Neighbours Residents Association. Both residents
associations take part in the same charity fundraising for the Lenton
Centre, a volunteer-run community and leisure/swimming centre.
Children who live in the Park Estate and who attend state school will
generally attend Edna G Olds Academy in Lenton or Dunkirk Primary.
There are two public rights of way linking the Park Estate with Lenton.
One of those joining Park Road with Lenton Road was officially
recognised at a public enquiry by an inspector appointed by the
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on
20/11/2013 (Ref FPS/Q3060/7/1).
The two areas also share the same concerns about planning and how
to resist conversion of family houses into houses of multiple occupancy
(HMO) .Since around 2000, both communities have been substantially
altered by the boom in private rented accommodation. The Park Estate





is estimated to have at least one third of properties privately rented,
whilst Dunkirk and Lenton is around 50%. The transience of
populations in private rented accommodation undermines the cohesion
and sustainability of the communities and should be addressed by joint
measures.
The two communities also share night-time noise concerns caused by
house parties in converted HMOs. The past 2 years has seen
combined campaigning by both communities to ask for more resources
to fight noise and ASB at night-time. Both communities are concerned
with the licencing of sales of alcohol which can affect ASB issues.
There is a Community Trigger in progress at the moment to look at
noise and low-level ASB and attended by residents in Lenton and the
Park Estate who have been affected by the problems.
The communities also have conservation areas in common. The Park
Estate is one large conservation area which was designated in 1987
whilst Lenton contains 2 conservation areas: New Lenton (designated
1976) and Old Lenton (designated 1978).

Geographically there are other strong ties: both communities are boarded by
the Derby Road (an ancient track, now a major arterial route) on one side and
the Nottingham Canal (constructed 1790s) on the other.
Both areas are urban with strong identities. The Park Estate has its own
company to take care of the streets and gas lighting, Lenton has its own
independent cinema and volunteer-run historic swimming pool.
I propose you join Dunkirk/Lenton, The Park Estate and the City Centre into a
3-councillor ward as such:
Ward
Dunkirk & Lenton
Radford & Park
Bridge
Total for 3 member ward
Variance for a 3member ward

Polling District
DUNA, DUNB, DUNC
RPAF
BRIB

Electoral Forecast
5,370
3,296
3,423
12,089
+4.9%

A variance of +4.9% would provide an excellent electoral equality and join
together polling districts which are set to see unprecedented increases in
electors and changes to their demographics over the coming 6 years. Local
councillors will be able to concentrate expertise on licencing, transient
populations and ASB.
I look forward to hearing from you
Yours sincerely
Vivienne Anamanthodo

City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

J Armstrong

Postcode:

Organisation Nam

Comment text:

I live in the proposed new separate Park Ward. I very much support this proposal as
currently we are under represented, being part of a larger more recent ward area that
shares little in common, has different problems and different priorities and more ward
councillors. In fact currently not one of our ward councillors lives in the Park area. We are
therefore not represented at all. I think this proposal would give us fair representation which would have a positive impact for our locality and all the residents. Part of the
problems in the Park comes from Houses in Multiple Occupation, often students, from the
nearby university campuses. For this reason I note that the roads known as the Drives (
Harlaxton, Harrington, Rolleston etc ) that were once also within the older Lenton and Park
ward ( prior to the last review and changes) and also suffer from similar problems are not
included in the proposed new ward boundaries. I am surprised they have not been included
with the proposed new Park ward boundary.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Response to proposed ward boundary changes
I, Clare Ashton, a resident of Clifton Village, and a member of the Bridge & Clifton Area
Committee and several other community groups, attended the local consultation meeting
on 12th December 2017. I have since considered the proposals in the draft review on the
new electoral arrangements for Nottingham City Council. I am very concerned that the
proposals were in part based on an extremely limited number of submissions, which in no
way represents the views of the whole community. I am also unclear as to whether the
future planned housing development behind Barton Green, known as Clifton West (250 –
280 houses), plus the development on the old Fairham secondary school site, together with
other smaller housing developments within Clifton, have been taken into consideration.
It is also unclear whether or not the transitory student population has been included in the
figures. I feel that many are unlikely to or are ineligible to register for local City Council
elections. Many students live on the Nottingham Trent University campus or in local
housing on the Clifton Estate and we feel that their presence or lack of it could significantly
skew the figures.
As an alternative to the proposals for Clifton North and Clifton South, I wish to propose the
following:
One (1) councillor for Wilford and Silverdale and four (4) councillors for the Clifton area,
including Barton Green Estate, Clifton Grove Estate, Clifton Village, Nobel Road Estate and
the larger Clifton Estate.
Our rationale for this proposal is as follows:
The residents of Wilford and Silverdale already see themselves as having a separate identity
(see as an example a Wikipedia entry). They are physically separated from Clifton by a
natural boundary being farmland, which serves as a floodplain. Very few links are forged
socially between these areas and the Clifton area. This supports the statutory criteria
particularly reflecting community interests and identity.
Clifton should be retained as one homogenous ward with four councillors. Residents across
Clifton, including myself, have worked tirelessly together over many years to achieve an all‐
inclusive, integrated, cohesive community. Numerous facilities based in the Clifton centre
serve the whole of the Clifton ward that we are proposing. Most of the voluntary groups
and organisations provide a service to and involve residents across Clifton. Our proposal
should enable the four councillors to focus all their time and energy collectively to the
benefit of Clifton as a whole.
The majority of families from Wilford and Silverdale and Clifton largely support the
churches in their own distinct areas and send their children to schools based where they
live, further enhancing the separation and distinctiveness of the two areas and therefore
supporting our proposal.

With regard to the draft proposal outlined in paragraph 40 on pages 9 and 10, I consider
this to be highly divisive, particularly the use of the A453 as part of a boundary.
Many of the residents, like myself, have lived in the area for many years, some for their
whole lives, and fully appreciate and understand the importance of keeping Clifton as one
complete entity. They know what is appropriate for their community. A brief visit cannot
fully comprehend the complexities that make Clifton what it is. Please consider the above
and keep Clifton together.

Clare Ashton,
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Joan Bassey
29 December 2017 10:44
reviews
Steve Battlemuch (Cllr)
Wollaton West boundary review

Boundary Commission Review Feedback

I welcome the information that Wollaton West in Nottingham City will retain its boundaries and its 3 councillors.
Clearly it is important not to disrupt local communities where there is collaboration and coherence, and not to
spend money on unwarranted changes.
I particularly value the work of our Councillor Steve Battlemuch who does a lot for Wollaton and lives in the
community.
Thanks to Martin Cackett for the chance to reply.
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
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Penny Breakwell
21 January 2018 12:31
reviews
Boundary Review Nottingham

BOUNDARY COMMENTS

Dear Sir/Maddam
The boundary proposals for Berridge seem good to me. Though it’d be better if no change were
taking place, I see how moving roads like Burford road and Russell road makes sense. This is an
area which has a lot of similarities to other areas in the proposed Hyson Green ward. Also happy
to see we keep three councillors in Berridge as I think it gives us better representation.
I don’t think it is right to make Hyson Green and Arboretum different wards though.
The commission claims that Arboretum looks towards the city. For residents living on roads off
Waverly Street at the northern boundary of the commissions proposed Arboretum, this is not true
as their shopping and leisure is much more dominated by facilities in Hyson Green then it is by the
city centre. For example, the ASDA on Radford Road is used by the majority of residents living in
Arboretum, as it is for residents in Hyson Green, with it in walking distance for many people and
easily accessible by the tram which runs right through the two areas for many others. It seems
odd that the commission would ignore the dominance of the Forest Recreation Ground as well
which so many residents in both Arboretum and Hyson Green use for leisure and again connected
by the tram which runs right by it.
If you want your wards to reflect local communities, then you need to take this into account when
reviewing your proposals for Arboretum and Hyson Green. I also hope that you stand by your
initial proposals for Berridge which I

Yours Sincerely
Penny Breakwell

Berridge Ward Nottingham
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City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Anthony Briffa

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

'One member' wards would create difficulties, such as cover for illness.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Brummitt

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: The Bridges Community Trust

Comment text:
Why are the boundaries even being changed. In particular in the Meadows, which is a
very close and integrated community. I really don't see the point of this exercise.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cee Bryan
12 January 2018 17:56
reviews
FAO: Richard Buck.

Dear Mr Buck,
RE: The New Meadows.

I am writing to let You know to say that I total oppose to the changes that will take place in the meadows. As a
resident of the Meadows I feel this change wouldn't benefit the meadows. We already have 2 Nicola Heaton and
Michael Edwards.
Changing the name to west Meadows and East Meadows with 1 councillor in each area wouldn't be a great move
because:
• We are one community we don't need separate names or councillor
• This move will cause a division within the Meadows even though It maybe just a boundary to you it will affect us
more because we live there.
• Nobody spoke to the residents about the changes until November which was totally unfair
In the meeting on the 30th November 2017 we was told that the benefit of splitting the area will be having a
councillor on each area of the Meadows. My thoughts are We have got 2 councillors now and one especially isn't
listening to the people of the Meadows. I have no faith in them whatsoever. When a councillor blocks an Aldi's
from being built, Which could have given us jobs and another grocery shop. I have no enthusiasm and hope in them
and the way the new division will work.
How can the people of the Meadows trust a person who says coop is reasonably priced for a low income area?
when they live in the lace market near Tescos, Sainsburys and other cheap grocery shops. The same councillor was
on their mobile during the meeting.How can we trust councillors like that to take note of what we say.
I am also very disgusted and disappointed that leaflets and information packs wasn't sent to the residents of The
Meadows. This affects everyone who lives here.
Kind regards
Caroline Bryan
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Burnham
16 January 2018 18:05
reviews
Fwd: Boundary Review - The Park

" THE PARK " WARD ‐ THE BOUNDARY REVIEW FOR NOTTINGHAM ‐ JANUARY 2018
I have resided in the historic Nottingham Park Estate since 1972. It is a well defined, specific, geographic area
comprising 150 acres which is maintained privately by the Nottingham Park Estate Limited.
Consequently, I am absolutely delighted that is is now proposed that The Park should to be in a Ward of its own ‐
and not tagged onto neighbouring parts of " Inner City " Nottingham where " The Park "
has historically been used purely as an administrative, local goverment instrument just to " Make up the Numbers
" in surrounding Wards ‐ with which we have absolutely NOTHING in common.
The ONLY Local Service provided by Nottingham City Council to The Park estate is Refuse Collection ‐ despite The
Park's residents paying 100% of the Nottingham City Council's Council Tax !
Every other " Local Service " , such as maintenance of roads, footpaths, street furniture, road signs, common
areas; winter street and footpath gritting; street cleaning; maintenance of the parks
and the Victorian gas lights network is funded solely by The Park estate residents. Public Telphone Boxes are not
permitted in The Park; no Public Transport Services are allowed through The Park; nor any commercial enterprises.
The sole source for funding The Park estate is by an Act of Parliament, The Nottingham Park Estate Bill, dated April
1990, which allows the Nottingham Park Estate Limited to raise taxes to fund The Park's maintenance and services.
This " Rent Charge " makes the Nottingham Park Estate unique as it is the ONLY part of the UK which has its own
tax raising powers ! Because The Park is a private residential estate, it also means that we can legally close,
and lock all of the gates that access The Park estate to maintain our total independence from the Nottingham City
Council.
The Park is one of the most remarkable Victorian residential estates in the country, and is an area of national
importance, as well as a Conservation Area. It is in the heart of Nottingham and was once the deer park for
Nottingham Castle.
The reason for living in this private, residential estate for the past 46 years is due to the fact that it has a
wonderful " Sense of Community ".
Residents of The Park estate uniquely enjoy:‐
1] Their own Community website; www.parknews.co.uk
2] Their own Residents Association; The Nottingham Park Residents Association [ NPRA ]
3] Their own bi‐annual magazine called " Park News ", which has been published for the past 35 years and is
delivered free of charge to every household in The Park estate.
4] The Park it is not only unique in the UK ‐ but also in Europe ‐ as The Park is still lit by largest gas street lighting
network in Europe comprising 167 Victorian gas lights.
5] Last weekend I attended my street's third " Street Party " in 6 months ‐ solely organised by the residents ‐
which illustrates the wonderful " Community Spirit " enjoyed within The Park estate.
Therefore your proposal for The Park to have a strong representative on the council, who will champion our
resident's interests and views, is eminently more sensible than the current situation
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whereby none of the 3 councillors " representing " The Park ‐ actually live in The Park !
Bob Burnham
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From:
Sent:
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Adam Butterworth
28 December 2017 11:02
reviews
Nottingham Boundary Review

Dear Sir/Madam,

I would like to register my concern at the proposed boundary review for the council wards of the City of
Nottingham. My major concern is the presence of a number of what are termed 'Single Member Wards'. As a
resident of the city, I am concerned that single member wards are inappropriate in the modern age. It is
unacceptable to expect a single councillor to adequately represent the needs of even a smaller number of
constituents. If the councillor becomes ill or is unable to attend work for whatever reason, this leaves no fall back
and support from additional councillors meaning that residents are left without a representative to assist them in
what can be extremely difficult or distressing circumstances. This is, in my view, completely unacceptable. Multimember wards ensure not only cover, but also a greater variety of experience among an area's representatives
meaning a higher quality of service for residents.

Furthermore, I believe that it is important to consider the needs of the broad, diverse community that we have in
Nottingham. Multi-member wards allow the opportunity for greater diversity of representation within a ward
across, gender, age, ethnicity, disability, orientation religion...etc This means not only that a greater proportion of
local residents see themselves represented in their local government, but also that individuals with issues related to
their background or identity that they would feel more comfortable discussing with someone of a similar
background, have the opportunity to do so.
I believe that the commission recognises the benefits of multi-member wards, having proposed multi-member
wards for every single ward in their reviews of Manchester, Sheffield, Newcastle and Leeds. I am sure that you will
not wish to create a postcode lottery for residents within the City of Nottingham when it comes to the quality of
representation that they can expect to receive or to relegate them to a lower quality of local government than the
residents of these other cities.
I look forward to your response.
Yours Faithfully,

Adam Butterworth
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